Solemn Mass at 8:00 on Holy Day in the Church; over by 8:50
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The father of Prof. Paul Bartholomew is very seriously ill.

Holy Day Mass Schedule
(Friday, Dec. 8, Feast of the Immaculate Conception)

Civilian students .... Assist at Mass in your own hall chapel, at the usual weekday Mass time.

V-12 students ...... Morning Mass in both Dillon and Alumni Halls will start at 0625.

Since the Friday Mass is one of obligation, you must be present for the entire Mass. Tardiness brought on by negligence is sinful.

Afternoon Mass (for servicemen only): Dillon Hall Chapel, 5:00 P.M. (no 6:15)

Other Masses (All in Basement Chapel of Church): 5,6,7,8,9.

Sorin Chapel 7:20 A.M.

Note: The last campus Mass is 9:00 A.M.

SINCE FRIDAY IS A HOLY DAY, THE REGULAR LAW OF FRIDAY ABSTINENCE IS NOT IN EFFECT. YOU MAY EAT MEAT ANYWHERE, AND AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH.

Will You Take Their Place?

There will be nearly two hundred parents of Notre Dame men who will receive no Christmas greeting or gift from their sons, because their boys have died in the Service, or are missing in action, or are prisoners of war.

You can bring a portion of happiness and consolation to these mothers and fathers by stepping up to do what their sons have done in the past and would surely do if they were at Notre dame, namely, send them a Spiritual Bouquet as a little Christmas token of affection.

A Spiritual Bouquet is now being made up for these mothers. You will be approached tonight or tomorrow night for your offering. A slip will be passed around the hall with Masses heard, Holy Communion, Visits to the Grotto, and Rosaries on it. Pledge a number of each. This will be no added burden, if you include these parents in the prayers you are going to say for your own mother and father.

An attractive Christmas card will be sent to these parents. It will give the total of the prayers and will be signed "The Notre Dame Students." Make your intention twofold: for these parents, that God will send them the consolation they deserve; for their boys, that God will bless them wherever they are.

This is charity -- to comfort the sorrowing.

Pearl Harbor Day (Thurs.) Dec. 7

Rise for Mass and pray for war Dead, N.D. men and your own friends and relatives.

After Supper, 6:00 P.M. in Church.

Rosary and Benediction. Plenary indulgence for Rosary will send a soul to heaven.

Confessions.

There will be little time to hear many confessions during Mass tomorrow and on the Holy Day, Friday. So go to confession tonight.

Basement Chapel at 6:30
At night prayer.
After 7:30 in Cavanaugh and Sorin.